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HOW TO PREVIEW THE APP 
ON YOUR DEVICE

If you wish to view and use the following 
applications on your own device, simply 
input the appcode in the Email Address field, 
leaving the password field blank.

Download the Preview Your App today on 
your iOS and Android Devices from the App 
Store!

You will notice on the following pages text 
with the term “APPCODE”. Appcodes allow a 
user to preview their application while 
making edits to it on our platform.
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APPCODE: DLXSF

ENGAGE CUSTOMERS

DLX Skateshop engages all 
its customers by 
encouraging them to 
submit images of them 
skating around with ‘Skate 
Cam’ feature.

ATHLETICSDLX Skateshop
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DENTISTRY

Children’s Dental Group 
engages all its customers by 
encouraging them to 
use their loyalty feature.

LOYALTY AWARDS

APPCODE: CDGD

Children’s Dental Group
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MUSEUM

SF Moma creates customer
loyalty and increases
retention of visitors by 
including a loyalty card 
function in their
mobile application.

CUSTOMER LOYALTY

APPCODE: SFMOMA

SF Moma
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APPAREL

Selective Few Clothing
 includes a great feature in 
their mobile app that 
enables customers to 
upload photos of their 
clothing. This helps drive 
brand engagement.

ENGAGEMENT

APPCODE: SELECTIVEFEW

Selective Few Clothing
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RESTAURANT

Espetus includes
a wonderful ‘About Us’
section in their app that
allows them to tell their
story to existing and
potential customers. This
helps gain trust in their
brand.

GAIN YOUR
CUSTOMERS’ TRUST

APPCODE: ESPETUS

Espetus
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SPORT

CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

Killer Spin engages their
patrons with a monthly
customer newsletter that
features new items,
upcoming events and
other news. They have an
opt in form for the
newsletter which
increases subscribers.

APPCODE: KILLERSPIN

Killer Spin
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NON-PROFIT

The  CED Berkeley Library 
serves new books to hun-
gry patrons via their mobile 
app. 

LIBRARY DATABASE  
ON THE GO

APPCODE: CEDBERKELEY

CED Berkeley Library
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COMICS

Isotope Comic Books does a 
great job of promoting 
upcoming events via their 
mobile app, which can then 
be shared on social 
networks by their fans.

PROMOTION

APPCODE: ISOTOPE

Isotope Comic Books
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MUSIC

The Hives use
their mobile app to engage
fans with their Youtube
account. This helps them
increase video views and
reach new fans.

REACH NEW FANS

APPCODE: HIVES

The Hives




